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PROLOGUE

‘Well, I'm human in part.’

... ‘Which part, Andrew?’

... ‘My mind. My heart. I
may be artificial, alien,
inhuman so far as your
strict genetic definition
goes. But I’m human in
every way that counts.
And I can be recognised
as such legally.’

ISAAC ASIMOV AND ROBERT SILVERBERG —
THE POSITRONIC MAN

“你哪部分是⼈类？”

“这里，我的⼼！”

(Adapted from IMDb)

12/11/2022, 17:45Bicentennial Man (1999)
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• Autonomous cars (AC) have the potential to increase road safety,
as they can react faster than human drivers and are not subject to
human errors.

• Despite the potential benefits, there has yet to be a large-scale
deployment of ACs.

• One main obstacle is that these cars are not humanoid, i.e., they are
not driving in a human-like manner.

• Existing literature highlights that the acceptance of AC will increase
if it drives in a human-like manner.

• However, sparse research offers the true-to-life ride experience as a
passenger in the AC that examines the human likeness of the AC.
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BACKGROUND



RQ1: How to offer the naturalistic
experience from a passenger’s seat
perspective to measure the human 

likeness of current autonomous cars?
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RESEARCH QUESTION



In 1950, Alan Turing proposed
the Turing test 1 to evaluate the
ascription of intelligence, i.e.,
whether humans would ascribe
human-like intelligent behaviour
to machines.Father of computer 

science and AI

(Adapted
from

Wikipedia)
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How to offer the naturalistic experience from a
passenger’s seat perspective to measure the
human likeness of current autonomous cars?

RESEARCH QUESTION

1. A. M. Turing, “Computing machinery and intelligence,” Mind, vol. 59, no. 236, 1950.
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How to offer the naturalistic experience from a
passenger’s seat perspective to measure the
human likeness of current autonomous cars?

RESEARCH QUESTION

We designed a ride experience-based version of the non-
verbal Turing test to evaluate the ascription of humanness,
i.e., whether the AI driver could create a human-like ride
experience for passengers, such that passengers would
have either chance-level or even higher humanness ratings
under the AI driver condition.

Human driver? AI driver / Not sure /
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THE NON-VERBAL VARIATION OF THE TURING TEST
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The AI driver failed to pass our test because
passengers detected the AI driver above chance.

Normalised humanness rating scores, their mean values and 95% 

confidence intervals (CI) under different conditions

RESULTS OF THE NON-VERBAL VARIATION OF THE TURING TEST
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• The AI driver’s failure inspired us to explore further
why the AI algorithm could trick human passengers
in some trials and not in most others.
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RESEARCH QUESTION



RQ2: How do human passengers 
ascribe humanness in the non-verbal 

variation of the Turing test?
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RESEARCH QUESTION
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How do human passengers ascribe humanness 
in the non-verbal variation of the Turing test?

RESEARCH QUESTION

Father of modern 
social psychology

𝐵 = 𝑓(𝑃, 𝐸)

Pearson Environment
Behaviour

Lewin’s Field theory 2 states that a
person’s psychological field (i.e., the
total psychological environment that
the person experiences subjectively)
determines their behaviour, which
can be expressed by the following
equation:

(Adapted
from

Wikipedia)

Psychological field
2. K. Lewin, Principles of Topological Psychology. McGraw-Hill, 1936.

:
humanness 

rating behaviour

: 
passenger

:
driving 

environment
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How do human passengers ascribe humanness 
in the non-verbal variation of the Turing test?

RESEARCH QUESTION

Father of modern 
social psychology

𝐵 = 𝑓(𝑃, 𝐸)

Pearson Environment
Behaviour

Lewin’s Field theory 2 states that a
person’s psychological field (i.e., the
total psychological environment that
the person experiences subjectively)
determines their behaviour, which
can be expressed by the following
equation:

(Adapted
from

Wikipedia)

2. K. Lewin, Principles of Topological Psychology. McGraw-Hill, 1936.

:
humanness 

rating behaviour

: 
passenger

:
driving 

environment

Psychological field: passenger’s subjective ride experience
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COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING

Stimulus: Human driver 
or AI driver

Post-stage:

Humanness
rating

Safety and 
comfort

DES-IV

Mixed feelings

B. Signal detection theory

(1)

A. Participant data

VS

Signal strength

AI driver (1) / Not sure (2) / Human driver (3)

=1 / 2 / 3 { [ ( ), ] , }( ) /

Pre-study        
baseline:

DES-IV

1           2           3

C. Affective transitionD. Transformation
较强烈快乐

Enjoyment (3/4)

较强烈兴趣
Interest (3/4)

较轻微惊奇
Surprise (2/4)

Pre-trained 
language models

Whitening and 
dimensionality 

reduction

Feature
extraction

Pre-study baseline
vector Transformed

vector

:

⼀点也没有恐惧
Fear (1/4)

⼀点也没有紧张
Tension (1/4)

较强烈满意
Satisfaction (3/4)

:

Post-stage vector 过红绿灯时停车较急促。
The car stopped more 
quickly at traffic lights.

Distance 
measures

Global 
pooling

3 2           1H1 H2



Comparisons on the outer loop cross-validation of nested-LOOCV with baselines

RESULTS OF THE COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING

10

‘Pre’ for pre-study baseline 
and ‘post’ for post-stage

‘AA’ for all affect,
‘PA’ for positive affect, 

‘NA’ for negative affect and 
‘MF’ for mixed feelings
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Comparisons on the outer loop cross-validation of nested-LOOCV with baselines

RESULTS OF THE COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING
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Based on Lewin’s equation, our proposed SDT-AT models provided
superior within- (Table a-c) and cross-stage performance (Table d) than all
other baselines, demonstrating the overall effectiveness of these models.

‘Pre’ for pre-study baseline 
and ‘post’ for post-stage

‘AA’ for all affect,
‘PA’ for positive affect, 

‘NA’ for negative affect and 
‘MF’ for mixed feelings
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Comparisons of the proportion of humanness rating scores 
between empirical observations and model simulations

RESULTS OF THE COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING

0 0.6

1

First stage

2

3

Proportion of choice
0 0.6

Second stage

0 0.6

Third stage

Observed

Simulated

0 0.6
Proportion of choice Proportion of choice Proportion of choice

All stages
Our computational model accurately captured the
passenger’s humanness rating behaviour patterns.

Human 
driver

AI driver

Not sure
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Representational similarity between empirically observed humanness 
rating scores and model simulations averaged over all trials

RESULTS OF THE COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING
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Observed RDM

Simulated RDM 

rho = 0.6607
p = 0.0039

rho = 0.6577
p = 0.0049
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Simulated RDM 
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Human 
driver

AI driver 0 1

Dissimilarity

(bottom left RDM,
derived from a 
combination of 

within-stage 
model simulations)

(bottom right RDM, 
derived from 
cross-stage 

model simulations)

Our model exhibited the same humanness
rating behaviour pattern as passengers did.



Enhancing positive affect may
be the essence of the human-
like ride experience during the
starting two stages.

ANALYSIS

00.6
Spearman’s rank correlation score (rho)

Second stage

All stages

First stage

Third stage

rho = 0.4768 p = 3.94 × 10-5

rho = 0.4739 p = 4.46 × 10-5

rho = 0.5615 p = 1.14 × 10-6

rho = 0.5093 p < 1.0 × 10-13

Spearman’s rank correlation scores 
between the humanness rating and the 

magnitude of affective transition

Mean changes in positive affect 
during the first and second stages

Affective transition, serving
as a hypothetical essential
part (i.e., 𝑷) of passengers'
subjective ride experience in
our model, may play a crucial
role in their ascription of
humanness.
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ANALYSIS

⾏驶速度
较为均匀

停车⽆颠簸

平稳

启动⽆颠簸

平稳

比较平稳

平顺

车速平稳

刹车平稳

驾驶模式很标准

路边距相对恒定

起步不顺畅

起步有点唐突

刹车有点唐突

起步有颠簸

起步不柔和

刹车不线性

突然停顿刹车

起步较冲

急刹有颠簸

The car had 
a rough or 

bumpy start.

The car 
braked 

sharply or 
non-linearly.The car ran 

(or started, 
or braked, 
or stopped) 
smoothly.

The driving mode
was standard.

Kerb distance was
relatively constant.

Word cloud displaying mixed feelings (MF) from all
stages, i.e., the difference in the passenger’s subjective ride 

experience between the two conditions

The size of each MF item is
proportional (positively for
the human driver condition,
negatively for the AI driver
condition) to the related 𝑧-
scored transition from cross-
stage model simulations.

The figure illustrates details of what needs to be improved for current
automated driving to offer a human-like ride experience for the passenger.
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• The present study examined whether the current SAE Level 4 AC could create a human-like
ride experience for passengers in a real-road scenario for the first time. The AI driver failed to
pass our test because passengers detected the AI driver above chance.

• Our proposed computational model could adequately predict passengers’ humanness rating
behaviour. The practical success of basing the computational modelling on Lewin’s seemingly
abstract and theoretical field theory speaks directly to his famous maxim that ‘there is nothing
as practical as a good theory’ 3.

• We offer the first insights into what renders passengers’ subjective ride experience truly human-
like for future automated driving: the passengers’ ascription of humanness would increase
with the greater affective transition.

• Our results demonstrate the possibility and feasibility of using NLP techniques (e.g., pre-trained
language models) as adjuncts to the interaction between social cognition and artificial
intelligence to guide theorising and the generation of conceptual insights.

• Our further analysis of affective transition provided more concrete suggestions for the self-
driving algorithm to offer a human-like ride experience for the passenger, e.g., improving
passengers’ positive affect during the starting stage and ensuring smoother starting and
braking.

• We conjecture that the lack of a certain level of mentalising ability in the current self-driving
algorithm may underlie its failure to pass our non-verbal variation of the Turing test. In this
regard, our study calls for a spotlight on the importance of ensuring ACs (or artificial social
intelligence, more broadly speaking) have at least some mentalising ability.

3. K. Lewin, “Psychology and the process of group living,” J. Soc. Psychol., vol. 17, no. 1, pp. 113–131, 1943.

DISCUSSION
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